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BY: CHELSEY KRAF T

Service Spotlight:
Officer Jessy Griggs

W

hen Officer Jessy Griggs and
his wife, Lisa, decided it was
time for a move, they looked
at communities that had a good relationship with their police department.
This key factor led them to Norman,
where they have lived for about two
years, and both of them work for the
city. Griggs as a patrol officer for the
Norman Police Department and Lisa
works for the Parks and Recreation
Department.
“It’s been great,” Griggs said of the
time he, his wife and their 6-yearold son have spent in Norman. “We
are really impressed with how many
events the city holds and how many
citizens interact with city employees,
including the police department.”
Prior to coming to Norman, Griggs
worked for the Lawton Police Department for 10 years, serving on patrol
for four years, the gang task force for
three years and as a detective for three
years, including as a robbery and homicide detective for the last two.
Griggs decided he wanted to become
a police officer during his teenage
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years after having a “kind of rough
upbringing” that included a lot of
drug activity coming in and out of his
parents’ house. He knew he didn’t
want to live that same lifestyle, and
this led him to looking into a career in
law enforcement.
“I started looking around and realized
I could make some positive change in
people’s lives,” Griggs said. “Basically just helping people is something
that I’ve always been drawn to.”
As a patrol officer, Griggs is assigned
to a beat each day, patrolling an area
within Norman. He responds to the
calls that come into dispatch for that
area, handles traffic enforcement
and attends any community-related
events, such as Coffee with a Cop or
school functions.
Next year, Griggs will be moving into
a new role as a recruiter. His job will
be to recruit quality applicants and
help the department produce the best
officers it can for the City of Norman.
He will also work as a mentor for the
academy, which means that once people are hired, he will be there as an in-

formal person to guide them through
the process of attending the police
academy.
“I’ve done a lot of things throughout
my career, but the recruiting aspect is
new to me, which is another reason
why I wanted to do it. It’s new and
challenging,” Griggs said. “I’ve got
to say the recruiter and mentor role
is something I’m more excited about
than anything that I’ve done.”
Griggs said Norman residents should
keep in mind that the police department is there not just when people
need help but also to interact with the
community, whether that’s through
events or someone just coming by to
chat.
“We enjoy going to events and
talking with people. If you want to
stop by and say hi, say hi,” Griggs
said. “Events like Coffee with a Cop
show that we have support from all
of our community, and with that, it
shows that we are willing to put ourselves out there for the community
too, which we absolutely love doing.”
– BSM
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Life Interrupted

ick Incarnato’s cancer didn’t
start out with classic symptoms.
A senior at Norman High, he
was a typical teenager with a typical
teenage life until January 2018. He
had a chance to go watch a University of Oklahoma basketball game, but
simply didn’t feel good enough to go.
“We thought it was the flu,” said
Nick’s mother, Laura Incarnato. “He
had symptoms of the flu, like fever
and fatigue. We took him to a minor
emergency center, and he was treated
for the flu. After seven days, he was
no better, so we took him back and
they did blood work.”
She knew from the doctor’s face that
something else was wrong with her
son.
“He looked freaked out. He told us to
take Nick directly to the emergency
room,” she said. “I think he suspected. Still, it was eight days before we
got the official diagnosis.”
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On Feb. 7, the Norman High School
student was diagnosed with leukemia, and for the entire Incarnato
family, life was turned upside down.
While Nick Incarnato had the hard
part of fighting off leukemia and enduring the trials that go along with it,
the whole family suffered along with
him. Laura Incarnato lost 18 pounds
and her husband lost 20 pounds almost immediately. Nick’s two siblings had to watch their brother go
though rounds of chemotherapy, lose
his hair and suffer from treatments.

“It really pisses me off when people
tell me that I’m so strong. I’m a mom.
I lose it in my private moments, but
I’m here for Nick. He’s the strong
one,” Laura Incarnato said.
Treatment hasn’t been easy for Nick.
Along the way, he got bacterial meningitis and had to have surgery. His
lung was punctured when they put
the chest tube in. He suffered paraly-

sis. He has endured bone marrow aspirations with only local anesthesia.
He had to stay home from school and
away from friends due to his risk of
infections and illnesses.
“He is a normal teenager who just had
his life interrupted. He did some homeschooling, and Norman High was
awesome about the whole thing,”
said Laura Incarnato. “But it got to
him. I saw him watch his friends do
regular teenage things, like prom.
Not being able to go to prom was
hard for him. That was a bad night.”
“He did get to go to graduation. We
didn’t think he’d be able to, but the
school was so awesome,” Incarnato
said. “We were at the Lloyd Noble
Center, and they let him go through
the players’ tunnel and be the first one
on stage. They did a special tribute for
him, and that was special for him.”
For the first six to nine months, Nick
Incarnato underwent different phases
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A Norman Family’s Battle with Cancer

of chemotherapy, and within a month,
he’ll begin the maintenance phase of his
treatment. He’ll lose the hair that just returned and undergo spinal tap chemo.
“It’s hard for him. He hates how he
looks right now,” Laura Incarnato
said. “He’ll have to take daily meds
for at least two more years. Then, they
say, we are done. But how do you go
on with normal life after that?”
“The doctors are hopeful for a full remission. My philosophy is ‘One day at
a time’.”
Though the prognosis is good for
Nick, the chance that the cancer could
return is ever-present. While he recently tested zero percent for cancer
cells, the two-year journey ahead of
Nick means that normal life like college is put on hold.
While leukemia ravaged Nick’s life,
the whole family has been affected as
well. The stress on the whole family
was staggering.

boydstreet.com

“The financial part is devastating too,” Laura Incarnato said. “Having to go
back to work was hard, because I felt like I was abandoning him. But, we all
had to adjust to a new normal. No one can say how
or why Nick got leukemia,
and you don’t think about
it until it happens.”
The ordeal did bring the
family closer in ways most
people can’t understand,
she said. They learned to
lean on each other for support and
hope, but the Incarnato family has
been changed forever.
“Every little thing scares you. If this
could happen to my son, what keeps
other bad things from happening,” she
said. “I will say we have had a lot of
good times together, though. You appreciate moments that most people take
for granted. I wasn’t present before, but
now I’m aware of every moment I have

with the ones I love. We came through
this together, and we helped each other go through it by being positive and
keeping our spirits up.”
In February, a year after Nick’s diagnosis, Nick Incarnato and his family
will visit Hawaii through the help of
the Make-A-Wish Foundation. After
that, Laura Incarnato said, her son still
wants to go to college and resume a
normal life. – BSM
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Festive Favorites

C

ity officials and community organizations in Norman and Moore
have plenty of special events
planned to spread holiday cheer all
season long.

A COMMUNITY TREE LIGHTING
AT ANDREWS PARK
On Nov. 30, Norman residents can
celebrate Norman’s annual Christmas tree lighting ceremony.
“This is the first year the city and the
library are working together to coordinate this event,” said Jason Olsen, parks
and recreation superintendent. “Families can get in the holiday spirit with the
tree lighting and then have some fun in
the warmth inside the library.”
Hot chocolate, apple cider and cookies will be served as attendees enjoy
festive music. After the tree lighting,
carolers from Wilson Elementary will
guide the party inside the nearby library, where families can enjoy arts
and crafts, story time and the chance
to take a picture with Santa.
Festivities are planned to begin at
5:30 p.m.

WINTERFEST AT LEGACY PARK
The celebrations continue the following Friday, Dec. 7 at Legacy Park. Beginning at 5:30 p.m., attendees will be
treated to a full lineup of musical performances from Sooner Theatre, local
churches, schools and more. There
will be a gift-wrapping contest as
well as arts and crafts. Kids can enjoy
several festive activities, including a
special appearance from Santa. Snap
a picture or two with the jolly old elf
in a fun photo booth.
18 | November 2018

“You get a printed copy and we will
share the photos on our Facebook
page too,” Olsen said.
Adding to the charm, Legacy Park
will now feature a Christmas tree as
part of the park’s holiday décor. For
the first time in several years, Norman
will have a living Christmas tree. The
tree will be donated by Wells Christmas Farm in Norman.
For a full line up of performers and
more details about Winterfest, check
the Norman Parks and Recreation
Facebook page.

“A CHRISTMAS CAROL”
AT UNIVERSITY THEATRE
Opening Nov. 30 and continuing
Dec. 8, University Theatre will share
a stage production of the beloved
classic based on the novel by Charles
Dickens. Suitable for all ages, performances will take audiences on a journey of redemption, filled with music,
dance and Yuletide spirit. Tickets go
on sale Nov. 12 at the Elsie C. Brackett
Theatre and online at theatre.ou.edu.

MERRY & BRIGHT IN LIGHTS
The Norman Christmas Parade made a
historic change last year, and the nighttime parade returns again on Dec. 8.
Organizers made the move, so the festivities could include lights. Given the
success and community response, this
year’s Christmas parade will begin a little later, beginning at 6 p.m. so the lights
can shine even brighter.
“We are excited about doing the parade
at night again because we so enjoy all
the lighted floats,” said Matt Woodland,
this year’s parade treasurer. “Many of

the participants are excited to up their
game and add more lights.”
Lining Main Street, spectators will also
enjoy marching bands and a host of
Christmas characters, including the
man of the month, Santa Claus. Afterward, First Fidelity Bank will host Santa, so kids can stop in for a visit and
pose for photos. For more details, visit
www.normanchristmasparade.com.

SOONER THEATRE PRESENTS
“A CHRISTMAS STORY”
Back by popular demand, Sooner
Theatre opens its production of the
hit musical Dec. 7, running for two
consecutive weekends in December.
Travel back to the 1940s with Ralphie
Parker as he endeavors to get his coveted Official Red Ryder Carbine-Action 200-Shot Range Model Air Rifle.
Fans of the popular Christmas movie
will enjoy all the iconic scenes, including Flick getting his tongue stuck to
the flagpole, Randy getting dressed in
his snowsuit, the leg lamp award, the
bunny suit and more. Tickets range
from $28 - $33 for adults and $15 for
children 12 and under. For more information, visit www.soonertheatre.org
or call 321-9600.

ALL ABOARD! FAMILY NIGHT AT
FRED JONES JR. MUSEUM OF ART
Organizers are starting a new tradition with their holiday festivities, and
trains are taking over the museum!
Museum-goers of all ages can enjoy
model trains, art activities, banjo lessons, performances from the University of Oklahoma School of Dance and
a cookie and hot cocoa bar on Dec. 13.

The family-friendly event starts
at 6 p.m. and a train-lighting ceremony starts at 7 p.m.
The model trains will remain on
display at the museum throughout the month of December.
As always, the museum is free,
thanks to the generous support
of the OU Office of the President
and the OU Athletics Department. For more information, visit www.ou.edu/fjjma.

DISCOVER UNIQUE FINDS AT THE
CLEVELAND COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS CRAFT SHOW
For more than 20 years, a holiday
crafters market has been held
at the Cleveland County fairgrounds. Shoppers can browse a
wide variety of hand-crafted and
market items, including housewares, clothing, wine, décor and
more. Get a head start on those
holiday lists at one of the three
shopping days this season: Nov.
23, Nov. 24 and Dec. 8 from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.– BSM
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Service Spotlight
Deputy Chief
Mike Wilson

Wilson joined the Norman Fire Department as a probationary firefighter in April of 1982, when he was just
18 years old. He started out at the
Main Street fire station, in the building next door to the fire administration building that houses his current
office. As the years passed, Wilson
worked hard and was promoted time
and time again. At 28, he became one
of the youngest captains that the Norman Fire Department ever had.
Now, as the deputy chief, Wilson
is second-in-command, under Fire
Chief Travis King. Wilson oversees
the daily operations of the entire Norman Fire Department. When there is a
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major incident in Norman, especially
one that may draw media attention,
Wilson is always called to the scene,
no matter the time of day or night.
Wilson acts as a public information
officer while also surveying the scene
to ensure the safety of all involved
firefighters.
“We have amazing assistant chiefs on
the scene that make it easy for me to
oversee the operations. I mainly function as a safety officer, going around
making sure the conditions are safe
for the tactics that we’re using. I’m
kind of like the wise old owl in the
fire department. I’ve been around for
a long time, and I keep an eye out for
the safety of our guys.”
Right now, Wilson is looking forward
to seeing the culmination of the work
he’s done to address water supply issues encountered in areas outside of
Norman’s water distribution system.
In the past, the city has relied heavily
on mutual aid partners, using tankers
to bring much-needed water to these
areas in the event of a fire. The city
recently ordered two pumper tankers

with specifications that Wilson designed. They will carry 3,000 gallons
of water. He said they will be a game
changer for the fire department, fully
equipping Norman fire crews to control fires in areas without hydrants.
That’s just one example of how Wilson works to help the fire department
better serve the people of Norman.
He talks to Norman firefighters every
chance he gets, eager to hear about
which operations work well and always looking for areas that could use
some improvement.
“The Norman Fire Department has
been around for a long time. A lot of
our practices have been passed down
through the ages, through different
generations of firefighters. We try to
build on what works and incorporate
new ways to make the department
even better.”
Wilson lives in Moore with his wife
of more than 30 years, Glenda. Their
daughter is a schoolteacher in Moore,
and their son-in-law is a Moore firefighter. – BSM
This is a continuation of our series on public servants in Norman.
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F

or Deputy Chief Mike Wilson,
there was never a question about
what he was going to do when
he became an adult. As a child, almost everyone that Wilson looked up
to was an Oklahoma firefighter. He
grew up listening to stories from the
firefighters in his family – his father,
grandfather, uncle and cousin. He
couldn’t wait to follow in their footsteps and join the “family business.”
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Boyd Street Teacher Features

Tracy Bates

T

racey Bates got her start in teaching more than 25 years ago, and
although she hasn’t always been in
a classroom, she’s been teaching all the
same. Bates realized her calling while
working for Hertz, renting construction
equipment.
I learned everything there was to know
about backhoes and bulldozers, so I
started to train new hires,” Bates said.
“That was the beginning of the end of
my career at Hertz. I realized helping
people learn was what I really wanted to do. So, I quit my job, returned to
school and started teaching.”
A few years later, she accepted her
first teaching job, working in a small
high school, but that too would give
way to another kind of teaching. After
a year and a half, Bates took what she
calls an 18-year maternity leave, which
provided her with an entirely new set
of skills and experiences that would be
useful when she returned to the classroom. Today, six years after returning

Phillip Trimmer

A

fter too many years working in
commercial sales, Phillip Trimmer
found the silver lining in the economic downturn of the late-2000s. In simply looking for a way to provide for his
family, he found his calling in teaching.
The process to get his alternative teaching certificate was long.

“That was a rough 18 months,” Trimmer said. “I was finally given an opportunity by Christy Washington, assistant
director of Special Services, to teach in
a residential facility... back during the
2011-12 school year.”
Today, Trimmer is a teacher for Norman’s residential facility programs
where he has spent the last five years
teaching students living in the Oklahoma Juvenile Center for Girls. He teaches them in the most traditional of settings, a one-room schoolhouse.

“When it is math class, you teach many
different levels of math simultaneous26 | November 2018

to the classroom, Bates teaches English
at Norman North High School and says
she has enjoyed every minute of teaching since her return.
“This year, I am most looking forward
to helping students realize English is
more than reading and writing,” Bates
said. “It is always fun to see kids have
the epiphany that what they are really
learning about is perspective and how
to share it.”
Still, it’s the everyday occurrences that
happen in the hall between classes that
give teaching that added something
that fills her heart.
“I love it when kids stop to share some
news with me or just need a hug,” Bates
said.
And watching them walk across the
stage at graduation is an accomplishment for both Bates and her students.
“Seeing kids walk across the stage,
knowing many of them worked extremely hard to get there, fills me with
a sense of hope and pride. It means I

ly... in the same room,” Trimmer said.
“It is very much a ‘fly by the seat of
your pants’ classroom setting and you
really have to know your curriculum
to shift from trig ratios in geometry to
order of operations in middle school
math, and then back to graphing linear
equations in algebra; all in a matter of
maybe 20 minutes.”
One year, Trimmer worked hard to prepare his seven students for the old algebra End of Instruction test and four
students passed. But, don’t be fooled by
the numbers. This was a major accomplishment for both Trimmer and his
students as they were learning remedial math in conjunction with core math.

“It just felt good to see that success
from students that struggled on a regular basis,” Trimmer said.
“I was surprised and humbled that my
peers recognized me for the site teacher of the year nomination. The golden
apple that I received at the recognition

have helped them earn a chance at a
good life,” Bates said.
Bates was voted by her peers as the
Norman North High School site teacher
of the year last year. An honor that she
said, made her happy because it meant
that the work she puts into creating fun,
innovative and meaningful learning for
her students was also being noticed by
her colleagues.
“Honestly, the honor just made me really, really, happy!” Bates said. – BSM

banquet sits on a bookshelf we have
at my house,” Trimmer said. “When
I get a glimpse of it on occasion, I am
reminded of what I have accomplished
and that what I do does matter to someone, whether we see it or not.”

This past spring, Trimmer earned his
Master’s Degree and Secondary Principal’s Certification, a feat that required
five semesters and one summer of
studying, all while balancing full-time
teaching and a family with two very active children.

This year, Trimmer said he is excited for
his next challenge as he takes on teaching all boys, and the extra responsibilities that come with his recent accomplishments. – BSM
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NORMANITES
IN THE
SPOTLIGHT

I

Joe and Rebecca Sparks

Photo by: Mark Doescher

f you’ve been in Norman for any
length of time, you’ve probably
heard of Legend’s Restaurant.
There’s no arguing that the business
boasts a storied history with which
few Norman establishments can
compete. In the weeks following a
significant milestone for the restaurant, Legend’s co-owners Joe and Rebecca Sparks have spent a lot of time
reflecting on the profound bond that
their business has created between
them and the Norman community.

Joe and Rebecca Sparks also designed
t-shirts to give away at the anniversary gathering, proudly proclaiming
that the restaurant was “still cooking
after 50 years.”
“It’s hard to survive in the restaurant
business,” said Rebecca, “so we both
feel so proud and honored that we’ve
been able to keep this going through
all the ups and downs throughout the
decades.”

Legend’s Restaurant celebrated its
50th anniversary on Sept. 15, commemorating this landmark event
with a Chamber of Commerce ribbon
cutting. Afterward, the restaurant
gave away about 600 pieces of their
famous lemon cake to the crowd of
supporters that stopped by to celebrate their favorite Norman staple.
Before the ribbon cutting, long-time
customers were invited to the restaurant for a special wine tasting and
hors d’oeuvres.

For example, many Norman residents
may remember the strict Oklahoma
liquor laws of decades past, when
state authorities would raid restaurants and shut down the ones caught
illegally serving hard liquor. During
this time, the Legend’s owners built
wooden lockers in the restaurant to
hold their customers’ personal stocks
of alcohol. They even built a small,
fully-licensed liquor store on the
premises to make sure that their customers had the option to be served
drinks legally with their food.

In the time leading up to the anniversary celebration, the restaurant started bringing back popular menu items
from the past that long-time customers were likely to recognize and enjoy.

Of course, that system wasn’t convenient for anyone – the restaurant was
losing money by not being able to sell
alcohol and customers couldn’t enjoy
their favorite mixed drinks with their
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meals unless they purchased entire
bottles of liquor and brought them
to the restaurant. Something had to
change, and Joe Sparks stepped up
to the plate. He was instrumental in
championing the legislation that allowed restaurants to start selling liquor by the drink in 1985.
If you visit Legend’s today, you can
still see some of the wooden liquor
cabinets that the owners have left intact. They are remnants of another era,
reminding customers of the restaurant’s place in Norman’s history.
Legend’s Restaurant started out as a
pizza delivery service in 1967, located on Norman’s South Navy Base.
The business moved to its current
location, 1313 W Lindsey Street in
1968, after experiencing tremendous
success in their first year of business.
Along with the new building, they
added new menu items, including
steak, sandwiches, salads and housemade desserts.
The restaurant stopped selling pizza
in 1972 in favor of a more sophisticated menu. Their current menu has
evolved since, keeping the sophistication of that 1972 menu with beloved
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Legend’s classics and seasonal menu that changes quarterly.
Joe and Rebecca Sparks enjoy responding to the inspiration
that they find from the world around them, integrating innovative new menu options for their customers.

outside of Norman. “This is our home,” said Joe, gesturing to the restaurant around him. “Our whole careers have
been involved in this restaurant and intertwined in the
community.”

“We’re always looking for ways to stay fresh and keep people excited about coming back to Legend’s,” Rebecca says.
“We want our menu to stay very classic while incorporating newer menu items that our customers may not have
tried before.”

In fact, they live less than a mile from Legend’s and their
daughter, Eva—now a junior at OU—basically grew up in
the restaurant. She started taking fresh muffins to the tables
during Sunday brunches when she was only 8 years old.
Now, Eva still likes to do catering and wait tables at the
restaurant a couple of times a week, which is always a treat
for long-time customers who grew to know her through the
years.

Some of the newer items that have been most popular
with Legend’s customers are the mole shrimp, spicy curried shrimp and adobo chicken. However, you don’t have
to worry that your favorite Legend’s staples will be rotated out anytime soon. The Sparks are mindful of customer
favorites, such as the chicken crepes, chicken salad, fresh
seafood and steaks.
Joe Sparks has been with Legend’s Restaurant since the
very beginning. He signed on in a managerial capacity
three months after the restaurant opened, becoming one of
about 10 of the restaurant’s stockholders. Joe and his wife
Rebecca, who started working at the restaurant almost 40
years ago, became sole owners of Legend’s Restaurant in
1980.
The couple, both Norman transplants, are grateful for the
way that the community has embraced their business over
the years, and now they couldn’t imagine living anywhere
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Legend’s Restaurant has been incredibly involved in the
Norman community during the past five decades, with
co-owners Joe and Rebecca actively working with many
Norman organizations, including Norman Public Schools
and the Norman Public Schools Foundation, Firehouse Art
Center, the Norman Chamber of Commerce, Norman Community Foundation, Norman Art Foundation and Friends
of the Norman Public Library. The Sparks also played a
big part in plans for the reconstruction of the West Lindsey
Street corridor.
“We feel like we are a part of Norman, and Norman is a
part of us,” Joe said with a smile. “We’re so happy here,
and we’re willing to do whatever it takes to keep Norman
growing in a positive direction.” – BSM
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Rumbling Reindeer

C

Toy Ride Brightens Christmas for Children Fighting Cancer

hristmas is a magical time of year
with Santa, toys, trees, tinsel and
holiday wishes that come true.

But, imagine what Christmas is like
for a child who is fighting cancer.
Now, imagine the joy that child might
feel as she listens to the rumble of
Santa’s approach with more than 300
motorcycles by his side.
On Sunday, Dec. 9, the Toby Keith
Foundation OK Kids Korral Toy Ride
will leave the Fort Thunder Harley
Davidson motorcycle shop in Moore
as a cadre of cancer survivors see
them off. Led by Santa himself, the
riders from across Oklahoma and
Texas will make the holidays a little
brighter as they deliver Christmas
presents to sick children.
Ride coordinator Timmy Smith became involved in the program 15
years ago when he helped put Christmas lights on the houses of young
cancer patients through the Bob
Stoops Championship Foundation.

“Then, one day my buddy and I said we
should get the motorcyclists involved.
The first year, we had eight or nine motorcycles and now we have over 360
show up for this event,” he said.
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This will be the first year that all of
the funds will go directly to the OK
Kids Korral, a cost-free home for children battling cancer.

“We stopped at the OK Kids Korral
for the last seven or eight years, and
we passed a hat around for donations. But this year, we are focusing
our efforts on making a bigger impact
on Oklahoma’s home for kids with
cancer,” Smith said.

Everything ends with an after party
at Hollywood Corners where raffle
tickets will be sold for prizes, and
there will be an auction for memorabilia, such as a University of Oklahoma football helmet and a football
signed by OU head coach Lincoln
Riley and former head coaches Bob
Stoops and Barry Switzer. A guitar
signed by Toby Keith and many other
items also will be part of the auction.
The mission of The Toby Keith Foundation is to encourage the health and
happiness of pediatric cancer patients
and to support the OK Kids Korral,
which provides a convenient and
comfortable home for pediatric cancer patients receiving treatment in
Oklahoma City.

The Toby Keith Foundation has been
helping children with cancer since
2006, and it continues its services
through partnerships with hospitals,
caregivers, foundations and civic
groups.

According to the Toby Keith Foundation website, “There is no greater
gift than keeping families strong and
together during a difficult time. If we
can alleviate stress on a family, encourage a brother or sister and comfort a sick child, then we will make a
difference in the fight against cancer.”
Smith said, “If you think about it, all
of life is about children and getting
them to the point where they’re adults
and they’re thinking about children.
We’ve got to help them out.”

Beginning Nov. 1, unwrapped toys can
be donated at Fort Thunder Harley
Davidson, at 500 SW 11th St. in Moore.
Tax-deductible donations can be made
by check to the OK Kids Korral.
Those interested in participating in
the ride can find more details at www.
facebook.com/OKKToyRide/. – BSM

and help deliver
Christmas gifts to
children fighting
cancer and make
their Holiday a
little brighter

REGISTRATION
WILL BEGIN AT 8:00am
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REGISTRATION WILL BEGIN AT 8:00am AT FORT THUNDER
500 SW 11th St, Moore, OK 73160

december 9, 2018

RIDE WITH US

AT FORT THUNDER

500 SW 11th St, Moore, OK 73160

$30/bike
RIDERS ARE FREE

Two wristbands will be given per
registration for free beer (while supplies last)
at Hollywood Corners.

PRE-RIDE MEETING 9:30am
KICKSTAND UP 10 am SHARP

Please bring an unwrapped
toy for Santa's Express
After-party at Hollywood Corners in Norman
following the conclusion of the ride around 1pm
with food, free beer (for those with wristbands)
and live music. No bike? No problem! Join us at
Hollywood Corners for the fun!
Benefiting The Toby Keith Foundation
818 NE 8th Street Oklahoma City, OK 73104
to learn more visit www.tobykeithfoundation.org
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More than a Meal

T

Annual Coaches’ Lunch Raises Funds, Awareness for Abbott House

he annual University of Oklahoma Coaches’ Luncheon is more
than just a meal. It’s a glimpse
into the upcoming Sooner basketball
season, and insight into the mission
and outreach of the Mary Abbott Children’s House, which serves children
who are victims of abuse and neglect.
This lunch has a lasting effect, not
only as a fundraiser for the nonprofit
but through attendees’ who become
interested in volunteering and assisting with the organization, said Tiffany Wells-Combs, executive director
of the Abbott House.

“What I love is to see the community coming together to support a great
cause,” she said.
The coaches’ luncheon, which took
place on Oct. 30, is in its 13th year and
features University of Oklahoma basketball coaches, Lon Kruger and Sherri
Coale, who preview the coming season.
Wells-Combs said the lunch is also
an opportunity for the organization
to share information about the work
they do.
boydstreet.com

“The support that people have in
the community for Abbott House is
just tremendous,” Wells-Combs said.
“They want to help children in our
community.”

Wells-Combs said one of the reasons
she was interested in the position at
Abbott House was because of the
compassion and dedication shown
by the staff.

Money raised at the lunch helps general operations, which assist victims
of physical abuse, sexual abuse or neglect through coordinated interagency
investigation, intervention, education
and advocacy. The organization, which
started in 2006, offers a safe place for
children to tell their stories after a sexual or severe physical trauma.

“They are child advocates at heart,
and they are very passionate about
helping children,” she said.

Last year, the Abbott House served
471 children through their efforts,
which included forensic interviews,
medical exams and advocacy. The
Abbott House, 231 E Symmes, serves
Cleveland, McClain, and Garvin
counties, and it can assist other counties, as needed, Wells-Combs said.
Wells-Combs is new to the Abbott
House team. She started as the executive director last summer, but she knew
about the Abbott House’s work through
her previous job at the Norman-based
Center for Children and Families.

Wells-Combs wants more people in
the community to know about the
help and hope that is offered through
the Abbott House and its staff. She
said one of her goals as the executive
director is to raise awareness about the
organization’s programs and services.
“We need to talk about what is going
on with the children in our community, and I’d like the Abbott House to
be the one that starts those conversations,” Wells-Combs said.
For more information about the organization, visit www.abbott-house.org.–
BSM
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Service Spotlight:

C

Lt. Kyle Keller

ounty detention supervisor Lt.
Kyle Keller is a family man — at
work as well as at home with his
wife and two sons.

Sheriff Todd Gibson’s leadership has
taken the job to a new level that he believes will make the Cleveland County
jail the best in the state.

Keller is a shift supervisor at the Cleveland County Detention Center, and
he’s deeply committed to his career. He
wants people to know the Cleveland
County jail is not the stereotypical dark,
dank place people think of when they
hear the word jail.

“One of the things I think makes this
place amazing is we’re not afraid to
evolve,” he said.

“We’re blessed with one of the newest,
high-tech facilities in the state,” Keller
said. “The staff is friendly and professional.”
Keller said, unlike prison where a sentence has been handed out, people’s futures are uncertain in jail, and that creates a unique sort of tension that jailers
must recognize when dealing with the
people who come through the doors.
“Here, we don’t treat people like they’re
a number,” Keller said. “They’re not
here for storage like most jails. When
they come here, we treat them like people. I think that’s one of the things that
makes us different.”
While Keller has always enjoyed working for the sheriff’s office, he says that
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Keller started with the Cleveland
County Sheriff’s Office in 2011, after
working at the Oklahoma County Sheriff’s Office. In Norman, he started at the
old jail next to the Cleveland County
Courthouse while the current facility
was being finished.
“We moved into the new jail in 2012,”
he said.
At that time, he was the training coordinator, working with new detention
officers. In that capacity, he created the
training curriculum that is still used
today. His experience in teaching entry-level officers and deputies started
in 2009 in Oklahoma County. At that
time, Keller really just wanted to be a
motorcycle cop.
“I had no idea I would like teaching,
but I love it,” he said. “It’s nice to be
able to know that 10 or 20 years from
now, somebody will be doing some-

thing because I’ve influenced them.”
One of the biggest skill sets he helps
detention officers learn is interpersonal
communication. With 450 detainees in
the jail, none of whom want to be there,
detention staff need to work together
and communicate. Keller believes he
learned his communication skills at
home.
“My mom and my dad communicated
really well and weren’t afraid to talk
to people,” he said. “They never met a
stranger and they always have a smile.”
Keller is deeply rooted in Cleveland
County.
“I grew up in Oklahoma City on the
border of Moore,” he said. “I’ve always
been told we were one of the first families that settled in Moore.”
Keller’s gregarious nature has paid off,
because it puts trainees and those under his supervision at ease.
“If you don’t break down that barrier between rank and seniority, things
don’t operate very well,” he said. “We
have to work as a family.”
This is a continuation of our series on public servants in Norman.
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Hollywood

arquise Brown’s introduction
to football was different than
most. It simply started with a
costume. When he was just 4 years
old, he got a Dolphins jersey to wear
for Halloween and ended up wearing
it every day.

er. But there was never a doubt who
was the fastest player on the field any
time he was involved. It was always
Brown.

That was all it took to launch a passion for a sport that has challenged
the Hollywood, Florida product as
much as it has blessed him.

As his high school career at Chaminade-Madonna College Prep ended,
the scholarship offers to play football
at the next level were not rolling in.
Grades were a major factor as was his
weight, which hovered around 140
pounds.

The senior wide receiver knows a
thing or two about challenges. On
Saturdays, we cheer and celebrate
the speed and big-play ability of the
flashy playmaker, but the path that
Brown has taken to get to this level
is one that constantly reminds him of
how truly blessed his life has been.

“I didn’t have anyone to walk me
through it all, truly understanding
the NCAA clearing house and all of
that,” Brown said of his options after
high school. “Once I found out all of
that, I took my ACT, but it was really
late. I had walk-on opportunities but
decided to go to JUCO.”

“Anything I’m doing now is better
than I was doing before, so I better
take advantage of it,” Brown said
with his trademark smile.

Brown went from Hollywood, Florida to just outside of Hollywood, California to play at the College of the
Canyons in Santa Clarita. He had to
get a job and he didn’t have a car to
get him to and from practice or work,

He started as a running back, and as
time progressed, he moved to receiv48 | November 2018

but the lack of transportation never
stopped him from showing up.
He would walk from school to his job
at Six Flags Magic Mountain, and he
never missed a practice. At Six Flags,
he started out at Bugs Bunny World,
an entry-level assignment where new
employees deal with children and
families.
“I loved working with little kids, getting them on the rides, helping them
strap up,” Brown said. “It was fun.”
Brown would eventually earn a promotion to work on the Full Throttle
ride, but bigger and better things
were on the horizon. His play on the
field was catching the eyes of college
recruiters, inching him closer to an
even bigger promotion. Brown had
registered 50 catches for almost 800
yards and 10 touchdowns and had
become a force in the kick and punt
return game. It caught the attention
of University of Oklahoma receivers
coach Dennis Simmons.

Photos by: Mark Doescher
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OU Wide Receiver Follows Humble Path

“His JUCO coach reached out and
said we have a kid who’s special. We
pulled up the video and it was very
evident he was fast,” Simmons said.
“He is such a soft-spoken quiet kid. It
was like pulling teeth to get anything
out of him. But once I went out there
and saw him practice, our relationship
just grew from there.”
As has always been the case, it was
his speed that caught a lot of attention. At 10 years old, he picked up the
nickname Jet because he would run by
everyone.
“We were doing some things, one on
ones during spring ball,” Simmons
said. “A defensive back had leverage,
but when he came off the line it was a
blur. I was wowed. He is fast.”
Head Coach Lincoln Riley knew he
was fast, but the problem for Brown
early on as a Sooner was that maybe
he was playing a little too fast.
“When he got here, he was always fast.
You loved that. You would much rather have a guy playing fast all the time,”
Riley said. “But he was just out of control when he got here. He was falling
down on routes. It was fast, but it was
like, ‘whoa, you’ve got a great weapon,
but you’ve got to learn how to use it.’”
The process to become a complete receiver has driven Brown from the moment he stepped on the field at OU.
He has always been the fastest player
on the field, but in turn, he has also
been the smallest.
“His mentality is incredible,” Simmons said. “We heard it all when he
got here, he’s 146 what are they doing.
The good part for us is we got to know
the 146 before he got here, so we knew
what he was capable of.”
Benny Wylie, the Sooner’s new director of Sports Performance, has built a
strong relationship in a short amount of
time with the Sooner standout receiver.
“I have had some great wide receivers
that were told they’re too small, and
they’re all wired the same way. You
can’t tell them they aren’t 6-2, 200,”
Wylie said. “That gives them that
spark, that intangible. He’s a little irritated every time he steps on the field.
boydstreet.com

He has a chip on his shoulder that allows him to play at a high level, even
bigger than he is.”
For Brown, those who question his
size are motivation for him.
“I refuse to think about it,” Brown said.
“I watch film. I watch guys my size,
and I’m like, he can do it, then so can
I. I watch Antonio Brown, Tyreke Hill,
Tavon Austin. I watched them growing
up and, if they can do it, I can do it.”
Brown’s transformation into a complete receiver has caught the attention
of the NFL. On any given Saturday,
scouts from all across the NFL flock to
Norman to get a first-hand look at the
kid they call Hollywood. NFL.com listed Brown as the most intriguing prospect that would be draft eligible at the
end of the 2018 season. But, for Brown,
it’s all about improving every day.
“It’s all about consistency and taking it
day by day, taking each day for what
it is, a day to get better,” Brown said.
The hard work and dedication to perfecting his craft has been a pursuit his
teammates have noticed as well.
“He’s trying to prove himself,” starting quarterback Kyler Murray said of

his receiver. “He wants to play at the
next level like everybody else. He can’t
be a one trick pony. For scouts to take
the chance on a small guy, you have to
do those things. He’s doing them well
right now.”
Marquise “Hollywood” Brown has
overcome a lot to get to this point in
his career. His speed has obviously been a factor to elevate him above
the rest, but he is more than just a fast
receiver. He is working to become a
complete receiver.
“To be honest, I’ve watched this team
the last few years with Lincoln, Ruffin
(McNeil), Dennis, Bill (Bedenbaugh),
so this has been my team for the last
couple of years, and I’ve been tuned
in,” Wylie said. “I see this Hollywood
guy and you hear all this stuff. Hollywood, flashy, gold, all this stuff, I was
expecting something different than I
got. What I got was ‘Yes, sir’. He’s a
very humble young man.”
Hollywood Brown has wowed the
Sooner Nation for the last two seasons,
but his work ethic and humble ways
may help pave a path where the best is
yet to come. – BSM
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Happy Thanksgiving!
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who indulge in some extra treats
on Thanksgiving.
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Sooner Stalwart

Tommy McDonald running the ball against Maryland in the 1956 Orange Bowl that OU won 20-6 to secure the national title.

T

OU Great Tommy McDonald Remembered for Passion, Energy, Character

ommy McDonald was the kind
of person that could absolutely
light up a room. He had an energy and passion for life that was infectious. On Sept. 24, 2018, the Sooner
legend and NFL Hall of Famer passed
away at the age of 84. The legacy that
McDonald left was indelible.

placed fourth. In 1955, McDonald led
the National Champion Sooners in
rushing yards, passing yards and receiving yards, a feat not likely to be
matched at OU or anywhere else any
time soon. He also became the only
Oklahoma player to score a touchdown in every game.

“Tommy McDonald lived life like he
played the game of football. He was
charismatic, passionate and had fun,”
Hall of Fame president and CEO David Baker said of McDonald just after
his passing. “He was such a character.
Heaven is a happier place today.”

McDonald was a two-time all-American. In 1955, he had 702-yards rushing, 265-yards passing on 17 completions out of 24 attempts, and he had
104-yards receiving on six catches.
McDonald also had an interception
and led OU in scoring, punt returns
and kickoff returns.

As an Oklahoma Sooner, McDonald
developed into one of the best receivers in the country. McDonald won every game during his three-year Sooner varsity career and finished third
in the 1956 Heisman Trophy voting,
behind Notre Dame’s Paul Hornung
and Tennessee’s Johnny Majors. McDonald’s OU teammate, Jerry Tubbs,
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After wrapping up his undefeated
collegiate career, McDonald was the
third-round pick of the Philadelphia
Eagles. Despite being undersized,
at 5’9” and 178 pounds, McDonald played 12 NFL seasons for five
teams and was a six-time Pro Bowl
selection. When he retired in 1968, he
ranked second in league history in

touchdown catches, fourth in yards
receiving and sixth in receptions.
It was with the Eagles where McDonald truly made his mark on the
game. McDonald played a pivotal
role in the Eagles’ 17-13 win over
Vince Lombardi’s Green Bay Packers
in the 1960 NFL Championship game.
The Eagles win turned out to be the
only time a Lombardi team lost in
the post-season. McDonald caught a
touchdown pass for the first score of
the day, and from that point forward,
he was a legend in the city of Philadelphia.
“Tommy McDonald played the game
with a passion and energy that was
second to none,” Eagles owner Jeffrey
Lurie said in a statement. “He will be
remembered as one of the most exciting players ever to play his position,
but what really separated him and
made him so unique was the infectious personality and charisma that
he brought to his everyday life. He

tivator. In my senior year, we had just
beaten Notre Dame 40-0 and then we
had to play the University of Colorado. They had us 19-6 at halftime and
we wound up beating them 27-19 because of the talk Bud Wilkinson gave
to us at halftime.”
That speech made a lasting impact on
McDonald.
was a man of character, both on and
off the field.”
McDonald was destined for the Hall
of Fame, but unfortunately, the call
did not immediately come. Maybe it
was his size, maybe it was because not
enough people had been exposed to
his greatness on the field. But, in the
end, McDonald waited 30 years before
becoming the smallest player inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame.
“Oh, baby!” McDonald shouted in
Canton, Ohio on Aug. 1, 1998. “Do I
look excited, like I just won the lottery
or the jackpot? Yes! I’m in the Hall of
Fame!”

McDonald loved football, but what
McDonald seemed to enjoy as much
as anything in his career was reminiscing about the incredible leadership
and ability of Bud Wilkinson. During
a 2003 interview on ESPN Classic, McDonald talked about the incredible impact Wilkinson had as a coach.
“I have never seen that man raise his
voice at anybody. The only way he
would do anything was to call you
into his office and if he wanted to
dress you down or anything like that,
he would do it by himself and with
the door shut,” McDonald said. “He
wasn’t a show off. He was a great mo-

“He came in there and shut the door.
He just stood there, and he looked as
if he was ready to jump into a jersey,”
McDonald remembered. “He said, ‘It
has taken Oklahoma so many years to
build that reputation up and you are
letting that reputation down… It has
taken so many great players ahead of
you to start this streak and to get this
streak going… Now what in the heck
are you guys going to do about it? Are
you going to show these people in the
stands that you deserve to be in that
jersey?’ And that’s what we did.”
Tommy McDonald, one of the most
personable Sooners of all time, will be
truly missed.– BSM

PROSPERITY POINTS FOR THANKSGIVING
Thanksgiving is one of my favorite holidays
because it has little stress. It doesn’t come
with an expectation of presents, and it focuses on food! Even though the Thanksgiving Day Parade ends with Santa’s arrival in
Times Square, more employers are giving
employees the day off and beginning the
crazy holiday season after midnight. The
best thing about Thanksgiving, though, is
its focus on being thankful.
After a horrible first year in Plymouth,
Massachusetts, the Pilgrims created
Thanksgiving, giving thanks to God for
bringing them safely through the trying
times. Maybe this has been a great year for you, and you have plenty
for which to give thanks, or maybe this has been an awful year, and
you don’t see any reason to be grateful.
There’s a reason I wish you prosperity. Unlike being rich, being prosperous is within the reach of most people because being prosperous
focuses on being grateful. Prosperity can be having family, friends, or
furry companions that love you. Prosperity can be achieved through
simple, inexpensive things, like a cup of coffee with a friend or a walk
in the park. For years, I have said, “Prosperity is so much more than
money.” Your prosperity is your joy, and those things that bring you
joy are also the reasons you have to be thankful. Take some time to
look for the prosperity in your life.
Be Prosperous!
Peggy
The Fine Print: This article is educational, not investment advice. Investing is risky, and you can lose money. Talk
to your financial team about any strategies before you implement them.
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Killer Instinct

While the path to 1,000 has not always been easy, the leadership and
emotion that Enneking plays with
has helped set the foundation for the
future of volleyball at Oklahoma.
While the program is heading in a
new direction under the leadership
of first-year head coach Lindsey Gray
Walton, Enneking and the group of
seniors have several traditions they
hope to continue for years to come.
As Oklahoma finished its first match
of the season, the team started to retreat to the locker room, but Enneking
made sure Gray Walton was aware of
the postgame tradition of singing the
alma mater.
“It’s been a little bit of a joint effort
between the seniors and coaching
staff to balance out the direction of
the new program,” Enneking said of
her leadership role with the Sooners.
“Seniors get to step in once in a while
and say hold up we have a tradition
we want to keep around.”
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For the first-year head coach, that is
exactly the kind of leadership example she was looking for.
“It’s huge. You’re looking at a senior
veteran who has definitely earned the
right to have some major leadership
in this team,” Gray-Walton said of
Enneking.
Enneking has excelled under the
guidance of Gray-Walton and the entirely new coaching staff. She leads
the Sooners in kills, attempts and
hitting percentage, but the amount
of trust that Gray-Walton has shown
in Enneking has been a confidence
booster for the senior.

“She has given me a lot of freedom
and trusted me and that’s one of the
biggest compliments you get,” Enneking said. “She has helped me out
by really making me feel comfortable, even though it’s a whole new
program and a new situation. She lets
me go and play free and play the volleyball I know.”
Oklahoma surpassed its win total
from last year after the first month of
the season, and Enneking’s play is a
major reason why. With her continued
success, other teams have started to fo-

cus more of the game plan on shutting
down the League City, Texas product.
“With success comes a lot of pressure,”
Gray-Walton said. “What we’ve seen
is a really good effort by a lot of teams
to go after our heart beat, and we have
been able to find other players to step
up and rise to the occasion.”
Enneking does not fit the profile of a
tradition outside hitter in Division I.
Despite being two inches shorter than
the average height for her position,
Enneking makes up for it with her
power, energy and passion.
For Enneking, a majority of her career has been about proving doubters
wrong. She has battled through injuries and adversity, but she says the
lessons she learned when she was 12
and 13 years old have helped carry
her through the hard times.
“I was always counted out because I
was smaller,” Enneking said. “I had
to become a hitter by accident and everyone doubted me because I was too
small. I’m going to do what I want. I
love obstacles being put in my course.
That’s just something that I can have
fun with on the journey.”

Photos courtesy of: Ty Russell / OU Athletics

A

OU Volleyball Player Sets High Mark Despite Size Disadvantage

lyssa Enneking has reached historic heights during her volleyball career at the University of
Oklahoma. The unlikely outside hitter
became just the 14th player in school
history to reach 1,000 career kills.

Coach Gray-Walton sees that edge and has been able to
help her use it to her advantage during her final season as
a Sooner.
“I think she embraces the areas of the game that she can
excel at and have a competitive advantage over her opponent,” Gray-Walton said. “She can play six rotations and
can play everywhere. She knows she’s 5-11. She knows the
person she’s going against is 6-4 trying to stop her. She has
to be different. She’s been fun to watch and fun to coach,
and her buy-in has been great, and you see that from the
rest of the squad.”
Enneking plays with energy. She fires up the crowd and her
teammates. Her energy is contagious.
“I think it really ensures confidence in the rest of the girls. If
I’m confident, so will the rest of them,” Enneking said. “It’s
really important in the game of volleyball because this is
such a mental game. The energy and cockiness that I have
on the court assures the rest of the girls that we can do this
and that we’re good and that we can win this.”
On Sept. 26, during a match against Kansas, Enneking
reached a significant mark in her career. During the third
set, she became just the 14th Sooner in program history
to reach 1,000 career kills. Despite her bravado and energy, the milestone was less about reaching a goal and more
about having fun playing the sport she loves.

boydstreet.com

“I think it’s a lot bigger than just 1,000 kills,” Enneking said.
“I would love when I finish playing to share my story with
everyone to inspire some girl somewhere, no matter what
the obstacle, no matter what anyone says you can do, to do
whatever you set your mind to.”– BSM
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RATES ARE UP!
1.51%
APY*
Minimum Balance $50,000

For more information, please contact our New Account Team at
newaccts@frontier-ok.com or call Johnetta at 405.672.7831.
5100 SOUTH I-35 SERVICE RD | OKLAHOMA CITY , OK 73129
405.672.7831 | FRONTIER-OK.COM

I-35, EXIT 123A

*Annual Percentage Yield. Minimum balance $50,000. Rate effective as of 8/31/18. Rate subject to change. Early withdrawal penalties may apply.
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Good Catch

Noble High School Coach Brings Football Success, High Character to Community
were going to support the program. I
knew it was a great community, with a
great school and really good facilities.
At the time, I just thought it was a diamond in the rough.”

There’s been no buyer’s remorse after
handing George the keys to the football
program. In fact, you could probably
even say he’s surpassed everyone’s expectations, judging from how well-received he’s been in the community.

N

oble superintendent Frank Solomon and the administration were
looking for more than just a football coach as they sifted through applications before the 2014 season. They
wanted a winner with the next hire,
but equally as important, they wanted
to hire someone who would serve as a
key figure in the community, as well as
a role model to the athletes.
“I think a community guy is what we
were looking for,” said Solomon. “We
needed someone that had a plan and
the demeanor that could get everybody
on board together. We needed someone
that could not only sell himself, but to
sell everyone that was involved in his
long-term game plan.”
The name Noble ultimately chose was
Greg George, previously the head
coach at Tecumseh.

Fast forward to today and George is in
his fifth season as the Bears’ head coach.
In that short time span, playoff runs
have turned from a hope into an expectation. Football games have turned into
an event that the entire community attends on fall Friday nights.
Yes, the state of Noble High football is
in a good place, but how were the Bears
able to secure such a quality coach
when the program wasn’t in the best
place? What did George see that made
him want to tackle a rebuilding job?
“We played Noble when I was at Tecumseh, and I knew what kind of place
it was,” said George. “They had a really
good administration and people that
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“He has a very calming demeanor,” said
Solomon. “He wants to win, but he also
wants to make it fun for the kids, parents and teachers.”

The 2017 season was a thrilling ride for
the Bears. For the first time in program
history, the team made an appearance in
the state-semifinals, while also tying a
school record with 10 wins. It was truly
an indication of just how far the program
had come under George, as the Bears
were able to reload
after losing valuable
players on offense,
including
quarterback Baehler Buol and
wide receiver Christian Robinson-Moore.
As impressive as last
season was, George
doesn’t want that to be
the crowning achievement of the football
program. He wants to
win it all. He wants a
state title.
“We just want to do
things the right way,”
said George. “We started out by putting our
system in and took our
lumps early on. We’ve
made the playoffs two
years in a row and got
to the semi-finals last
year.”
“This year, the kids
are playing really
hard,” George said.

“We’ve had some injuries and things
aren’t going the way we want it to. But
the kids really do play hard, and that’s
what I really love about this place. No
matter where you’re at, I think a good
reflection of your program is how hard
your kids play, week in and week out.
Our kids always give us everything
they’ve got.”
You root for good people to do well.
Locally, there are few individuals you’ll
run into that are as good of a man as
George is. Those are the words of many
affiliated with the Noble community.

“He’s just a great, ethical and moral individual,” said Solomon. “It’s kids and
family first with him. Not only with
his own kids, but his coaches and their
kids, as well. He’s the kind of guy that
every parent would want their child to
play for. He’s just so steady and consistent.” – BSM

Giving thanks.

Julia D Chew Insurance Agy Inc
Julia Chew CPCU CLU, Agent
701 Wall Street
Norman, OK 73069
Bus: 405-329-3311
juliachew.com

1708160

I’m so very thankful for my
family, my customers and
my amazing community.
Happy Thanksgiving to you
and yours!

State Farm
Bloomington, IL

Closing
Costs
Lock in your mortgage rate by Dec. 31
on a new or refinance home loan.
Get started today! RCBbank.com/Save500

Happy Savings!
Locations across OK & KS. Find one near you.
Call 855.BANK.RCB | Visit RCBbank.com

SAVE $500 with approved credit on RCB Bank Mortgage secondary market loans
locked between October 1, 2018 and December 31, 2018. Must meet minimum loan and
program underwriting requirements. Lender credit must be used toward closing cost,
not redeemable for cash. Some restrictions apply. Member FDIC. NMLS #798151.
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Standing Out

N

Norman North Swimmers, Soccer Player Exceeding Expectations

orman North swimmers Aiden
Hayes and Jonathan Tang have
already left their mark by helping lead the T-Wolves last February to
their fourth Class 6A boys state championship, marking North’s fourth in
the last six years.
Meanwhile, Norman North freshman
Jada Ryan hopes to join them and in
winning a state championship with
the girls’ soccer program this spring.
But, the most amazing thing is what
these three are doing as individuals.
Only a sophomore at North, Hayes
has already racked up a bevy of accolades, which includes 48 Oklahoma
swimming records. He has three topten times, including a 20.56 seconds
mark in the 50-meter freestyle, a 49.23
seconds mark in the 100-meter backstroke and a 48.33 seconds mark in
the 100-meter butterfly.
Those three registered as the sixth,
seventh and third-best all-time marks
ever recorded in the 13-14 age group.
His 48.33 seconds in the 100-meter
butterfly topped Michael Phelps’
time at the same age.
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A junior at North, Tang owns 13
Oklahoma swimming records and
his 23.67 seconds in the 50-meter freestyle registered at 97th all-time in the
15-16 age group.
“I’m really honored to have gone on
to compete at that high of a level. All
of the work that Aiden and I both put
in really does pay off,” Tang said.
Hayes credited his relationship with
Tang as one of the reasons for his
growth and success.
“I’ve had a really great time swimming, to get to go to the level of meets
we’ve gotten to and to go to such
great venues, but to do it with Jonathan and to have a partner to train
with and compete with every day. It’s
just a great time,” Hayes said.
The pair met when Tang was 12 and
Hayes was 11 and have developed a
friendship inside and outside of the
pool.
“We became training partners and,
from there on, every single day, it’s
just been awesome battles at practices. We’re best friends now. It’s just the
best ride ever,” Tang said.

In addition to defending their team
state championship at North, the pair
has Olympic aspirations.
“We have Olympic trials coming up in
about a year and a half, so everything
I do right now is to further myself, to
prepare myself for Olympic trials,”
Hayes said. “I want to make Olympic
trials and then further my ranking in
the United States and hopefully make
the Olympic team in 2020.”
In order to reach those lofty goals,
they train tirelessly. Hayes and Tang
practice 10 to 12 times a week. They
also have a great set of coaches helping push them forward. Kent Nicholson is their head coach at Norman
North, Hogan Thomas is the pair’s
individual coach and Hayes’ father,
Ben, is a volunteer assistant at North
as well.
Thomas and Ben Hayes swam in high
school together at Westmoore and
won a state title back in 1995. Thomas
raved about Hayes and Tang’s desire
to get better.
“The best word to use to describe
working with these two is reward-

ing, to see how far those guys have
come along not necessarily with what
they’ve accomplished but with what
they’ve done on their work ethic,”
Thomas said.

Ryan is a versatile player, having
played center back, forward and right
wing. Lately, though, she’s been playing as a defender and has fallen in love
with the position.

Jada Ryan is turning heads too, on the
soccer pitch. And, it’s taking her to
some pretty amazing places.

“I’ve been playing defender for a
while, and I think I prefer defense,”
Ryan said. “It’s a harder position, and
you get to be stronger on and off the
ball.”

After taking part in the three-day Elite
Player Program in June, Ryan was
selected as one of the standout performers and invited to spend a week
training with the Celtic FC Academy
in Glasgow, Scotland, this coming February.
“It’s a great opportunity for me to
learn from those coaches and players
and get better as a defender and as a
person in general,” Ryan said. “I’m
also really excited that I get to travel
with my mom.”
Ryan will get to see exactly what life is
like for those that attend the Celtic FC
Academy. She will attend classes with
them during the day and take part in
training sessions after classes conclude.

But, what does she know about Scotland?
“I don’t know much. I just know that
it’s going to be hard to understand
their accent,” Ryan said with a smile.
Ryan heard the news that she had
been selected for the program from
Oklahoma Celtic executive director
Don Rother. He broke the news during
a meeting with fellow players.
“I thought it was pretty cool,” Rother
shared. “It was neat for all of the players to be there to celebrate her. I could
tell how excited she was. Everybody
gave her a round of applause and

cheered for her.”
Rother said he is most excited for the
experience.
“It’s something that she’ll get to remember for the rest of her life,” he
said. – BSM
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How To Prepare Your Home For Winter

your home warm and safe this winter by following our comprehensive to-do list before the real cold sets
Keep
in. It’s never too early to get a jump start on these tasks, especially when the weather is still nice outside!

1. SEAL YOUR HOME

Give your home a quick run-through, checking for drafts.
You can do this by holding a lit candle near the following
areas: windows, doors, vents, plumbing areas, mail chutes,
air conditioners and electrical and gas lines.
If the candle flickers, you’ve got a draft. Seal up all holes
and reinforce existing points of entry with weather stripping. You can also caulk windows and doors to make sure
they are sealed against the cold.

2. CLEAN YOUR GUTTERS

If your gutters are clogged with sodden leaves, they can freeze
up and block the drainage, allowing melting ice and snow to
slowly seep into your roof and cause excessive damage.

3. REVERSE YOUR CEILING FANS

Flick the reverse switch on your ceiling fans to make the
blades spin in a clockwise direction instead of counterclockwise. This way, the fans will produce an updraft to
push the rising hot air downward.

4. PRUNE YOUR TREES

Check all trees near your home’s façade for low-hanging or
loose branches. Prune them so they don’t end up cracking

from ice, heavy snow or wind and damaging your home.

5. TAKE INVENTORY OF YOUR EMERGENCY SUPPLIES

Stock up on water, canned food, batteries, flashlights and
storm lanterns. You may also want to invest in an external
charger or generator for some juice when the lights go out.

6. TURN OFF EXTERNAL FAUCETS

Unscrew your garden hose from the spigot and drain your
sprinkler system to prevent any freezing. You may need to
call in a professional in order to do this properly.

7. PROTECT YOUR PIPES FROM FREEZING

Prevent burst pipes and avoid costly repairs with these
simple steps:
Keep your heat on even when you’re not home so that
your pipes don’t freeze and burst.
Allow your faucets to drip during severe cold snaps.
Wrap any exposed piping and hose bibs to prevent freezing.

8. CHECK YOUR HEATING SYSTEM

Make sure everything is in working order before the cold
blows in. If anything needs repairs, tend to it now while
it’s still warm out.

IT’S HOW SOONERS BANK!
Full menu of products and services,
including FREE checking accounts, new and
used auto, boat, motorcycle, and RV loans.

Mobile App with FREE
Mobile Deposit.

Home equity loans and lines of credit.

Direct deposit and payroll
deduction discounts.

Proudly Serving Our Community for 60 Years!

Oklahoma Sports & Orthopedics Institute
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Orthopedic Surgeon
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Hand, Wrist & Elbow Specialist

Treating patients in
Westmoore, OKC, Mustang,
and Weatherford

Treating patients in
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OKC, and Edmond
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Game Day Mass

Church Rolls Out Welcome for Sooner Fans

F

ather Jim understands the complexities of the modern world, especially surrounding game day on
the University of Oklahoma campus.
That’s why he established a Game
Day Mass this year as a way of feeding
the spiritual needs of OU football fans.
Father Jim is also known as Reverend
James Goins, the pastor of St. Thomas
More University Parish and Student
Center, 100 Stinson St. in Norman.
“Sunday Mass is an obligation for
Catholics and Saturday evening
counts as Sunday,” Goins said. “Game
Day Mass is a great way for football
fans to fulfill their obligations.”
The reasoning behind the idea for
Game Day Mass is that a lot of people
come out for the game, driving long
distances, and by the time they drive
home, they may be tired on Sunday
morning.
“They can enjoy Mass and a peaceful
Sunday morning and support the
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Sooners as
well,” Goins
said.
When the Sooners hosted Army
on Sept. 22, visitors from other
parts of the country were in Norman
rooting for Army. “It was very nice to
meet them,” said Goins.
With a pared down program, described by Goins as a “no-frills Mass,”
the service is complete in 40 minutes.
The Game Day Mass is for Catholic
Sooners, visiting Catholics and everyone else.
“Everyone is always welcome at a
Catholic Mass,” Goins said. “Everyone is welcome to attend.”
Goins said, “As the university parish we are passionate about OU and
passionate about the Sooners, and
we want to do everything we can to
help people come out and support the

team. We think by helping Catholics
fulfill their obligations on game day, it
will also help them enjoy the game.”
The time for the Game Day Mass varies depending on the time of kick off.
For early kick offs, Mass begins 30
minutes after the conclusion of the
game. For a late kick off, Mass begins
90 minutes before kick off.
There’s even more going on at St.
Thomas More, including Sunday
Suppers for college students following the 5 p.m. Sunday Mass. For
more information, visit the website at
www.stm-ou.org. – BSM

FREE ESTIMATES. CALL TODAY » 866-480-1643 | SoonerFoundation.com

Don’t Settle.

BY: KATHY HALLREN | JOE’S WINES & SPIRITS

LI F EST Y L E

Port, Sherry & Fortified Wines

O

n a recent trip to Spain and Portugal, I became reacquainted with sherry and port. I must admit that I have
approached these wines in the past with some trepidation because the first ones I had tasted were poor-quality
imitations of the real thing.
Fortified wines include port, sherry, vermouth and some
less well-known regional wines. In all cases, these wines are
produced through the normal fermentation methods, and
then spirits, such as brandy are added. The additional alcohol acts as a preservative.
There is history behind this methodology. Years ago, wine
that was shipped across the ocean was subject to spoilage.
This method of preservation was adopted primarily in
Spain in Portugal. Vermouth was fortified and spiced probably to cover the off taste of lesser quality wine.
Porto (port) comes from the Douro River valley in Portugal,
and it is often characterized by a sweet quality caused by
stopping the fermentation process before the yeast converts
all the sugar to alcohol. The addition of alcohol terminates
the fermentation. The result is a sweet, but tasty after-dinner
drink. The grapes from Douro have a distinctive pleasant
flavor. That same flavor is also present in the non-fortified
Portuguese red wines.

Sherry is fermented until all the sugar has been converted
to alcohol, making a dry wine. The brandy is then added.
Originating from the area near Jerez, Spain the lighter sherry is designated fino and sweeter olorosos. The sweeter
sherries are created by adding sweetening.
Marsala and Madeira, come from the island of Sicily and
Madeira is made in the style of wine from the Madeira Islands. Marsala is made with the same process as sherry and
madeira uses the same process as port.
Sherry, porto, marsala and madeira originate in Europe and
are good to great quality.
Vermouth originated in Italy for medicinal purposes, it became popular as an aperitif and later as an ingredient in
cocktails. The spices added are all trade secrets. There are
now many high-quality vermouths being produced in the
United States. These tend to be pricey, so I would recommend trying these at the cocktail bar, before investing in a
bottle. When you find one you like, your local retailer can
order it for you, if it’s not in inventory.
Get adventurous and give these a try.
Enjoy,
Kathy
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Keeping
Kids in
School
Norman Regional Rolls Out New Technology for Addressing Student Illness

T

here are many pieces that go into
the puzzle of educational funding.
When students miss school days, it
costs more than a parent’s day off work
or the co-pay for an urgent care or doctor
visit. School districts loose funding dollars as well.
Furthermore, missed school days impact students through lost class time and
missed opportunities to learn the material they will need to be successful in the
future. That’s why the Norman Public
School District is in search of some hightech solutions.
“Last year, in our health services, we saw
over 94,000 student health visits,” said
Beth Roberson, a registered nurse and the
health services coordinator for Norman
Public Schools. “We have a huge population utilizing our services.”
Last spring, district officials began to explore the potential of a Tele-med program,
using existing community partnerships
with Norman Regional Health System
and the Norman Regional Foundation.

“There are a lot of school districts, particularly in North Texas and across the country, that have had great results in reducing absences using similar programs,”
said Dr. Kate Cook, medical director for
Pediatric Hospital Medicine and School
Tele-health with Norman Regional. “The
Lancaster Independent School District
was able to save $500,000.”
Two pilot programs are now operational
in Norman Schools, at Washington Eleboydstreet.com

mentary and Irving Middle School.

“The virtual care kiosks opened Oct. 1,”
Roberson said. “We have had a lot of interest, and we are excited to use the system. We had a third of our parents sign
up at Washington on back to school night
and almost 25 percent at Irving.”
But this program has really been many
years in the making, Roberson said. Unlike many other school districts in the
state, NPS has a school nurse or health assistant at every school, which, Roberson
said, is an important first step.

“We could not do what we do without the
foundation and the hospital’s support.
They provide over half of the funding for
this program,” Roberson said. “NPS has
partnered with Norman Regional and
Norman Regional Foundation for the last
11 years to have a school nurse at every
Norman school. This program is a natural
progression with the resources and technology available.”
Utilizing the high-tech kiosks, nurses can
now connect students with a board-certified pediatrician without anyone having
to leave their school or office. The kiosks
operate using a Telemed tablet that is
equipped with video conferencing capabilities as well as digital devices that help
collect important medical information,
including a stethoscope, otoscope, blood
pressure cuff and more. Parents can also
be a part of the virtual visit as well.

on the visit,” Cook said. “They can do it
from their smart phone or computer, from
wherever they are.”

“Everyone can see everyone,” Roberson
said. “We can check temps and look into
a child’s throat, nose or eyes. We can even
look at an irritation on a child’s skin using
a dermascope that magnifies important
details and sends it to the doctor.”
If a condition is not contagious, a student
might be able to return to class that same
day, Cook said.

“Our goal is to reduce or even eliminate
the time students are out of school, which
is especially valuable for kids with chronic health issues like asthma or diabetes.
We want to help kids feel better that same
day.”
If the child’s condition requires medications, Cook can send a prescription to the
family’s pharmacy of choice. During the
pilot of the program, virtual care visits
are free as officials explore the impact and
fine tune best practices.

“We are exploring how we can best use it
and how to best benefit students,” Roberson said. “We are looking for how we can
expand the program and use it for all of
our students.”
Both Cook and Roberson anticipate expanding the program to more schools
during the 2019-2020 school year. – BSM

“The school nurse sends me a message,
and I email the parent a link to join in
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Norman-Based First Fidelity Expands Local Footprint

irst Fidelity Bank has been a part of the Lindsey Street
community for many years, with its location inside
Homeland at 1724 W Lindsey St.

In response to the improvements made in the area, the Norman-based bank has expanded, opening a new, full-service
location at 1337 W Lindsey St. First Fidelity’s president and
CEO Lee Symcox said the new location is an example of the
bank’s commitment to the Norman community.
“We are proud to be a part of the revitalization of Lindsey
Street,” Symcox said. “Norman is one of our primary markets, and we have a lot of our customer base living and
working in this area.”
“When we saw how the city has invested in the area with
the street work and landscaping, we wanted to add to that
and build a beautiful facility to complement the work that
has been done and encourage other businesses to make the
area a premier district.”
Area customers, business owners and university students
now have access to a convenient, full-service branch that
includes loan and new account services as well as drivein teller access and a fully functional, deposit-enabled 24hour ATM.
With 29 locations across the Oklahoma City metro, First
Fidelity has deep roots in Norman. The financial institu-
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tion was established on Main Street in 1922, known as City
National Bank at that time.
“My grandfarther came to Norman in the early ’50s, and
since, we have had four generations involved in the bank,”
Symcox said. “I started working at the bank when I was 14
and my father still works at our location on Main.”
From his professional vantage point, Symcox has been able
to watch Norman grow and adapt over several decades.
“Banking has been interesting over the years,” he said.
“The most memorable time was during the ’80s Oil Bust.
It was difficult, but we are very proud that we weathered
that storm. We are the only bank in Norman that did not
fail or require outside assistance to stay afloat.”
“I was lending officer then, and there wasn’t much business to be done during that time.”
Symcox said First Fidelity has a vested interest in seeing
Norman prosper.
“A bank can only do as well as the community it resides
in. We are very committed to Norman and helping people
achieve their financial goals. It’s an important part of our
mission.”– BSM
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Ask an Expert
Selling During the Holiday Season

I

t’s coming fast, and there’s no way to slow it down. The holidays will soon be here, with all the tradition, the bustle, the cool
weather and, of course, the shopping. The holiday season is a
fun time of year, but for those in the process of selling their homes,
it can get complicated, what, with all the lights and decorations.
In real estate, sellers walk a fine line. They don’t necessarily want
to ignore the season and appear to be the Scrooge of the neighborhood. At the same time, they can’t decorate like they’re in
Santa’s Castle, either.

I always suggest sellers approach the holidays with a couple of
things in mind. It’s OK to decorate tastefully, but subtly with colorful accents that make the home cheerful and inviting, but keep
in mind that the buyer must be able to imagine themselves in the
home along with their own holiday traditions.
Here are some tips for sellers to consider as they plan their decorations this season.
•
•
•

Less is more. Be careful not to overdo the garland, the lights,
the boxes and the bows.

Consider accenting your home with holiday scents like simmering cider, cinnamon or baked cookies.

Stay away from personalized decorations. Remember, buyers
want to visualize themselves in the house, and your sister’s
monogramed Christmas blanket may not be helpful.

•

•

•

Blend with the neighborhood. If outside
decorations are prominent, then fall in
with the crowd, but consider using white
lights and hanging an elegant wreath on
the front door. Stay away from blow-up
Santas and life-sized angels.

Consider skipping the tree. They tend
to steal the show, block pathways and
make a room seem small. Tiny trees are no substitute. They
can be depressing and sad. Trees are only helpful when they
can highlight a large room with a high ceiling.
Stow the greeting cards. They can make a room look messy.

The holidays can be an enjoyable time of celebration and family
gathering, but they also present challenges. Compromises may
be necessary, and that can be difficult. A common alternative is
delisting the home until after the holidays, when house hunters
have left the malls and have returned to their search.
Norman native Steve Morren has been assisting clients in property
management and sales for 25 years. His experience includes residential,
commercial, multi-family and investment real estate.

LIFE MOVES FAST!
AND SO DO WE.
• Online scheduling • 2 hour service windows
• Text notifications with tech’s picture and bio
• GPS tracking right to your door

405.823.9641 • NORMANAIR.COM
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Family-Run Rose Rock Animal Clinic Going Strong for Nearly 30 Years

nce a country veterinary clinic for animals large and small,
Rose Rock Veterinary Hospital
& Pet Resort has been reinvented
over time, evolving with the Norman
community.
Dr. Beverly Fritzler purchased the
practice nearly 30 years ago with the
goal of increasing the availability and
quality of pet care in Norman. Since
then, she and her team have turned
Rose Rock into a full-service practice
where pets are family.
“I felt like pets were fur-family members long before many considered them
that way, as is more consistent with today’s times,” Fritzler said. “By purchasing the practice, I felt I had more of an
ability in carrying out my ideas.”
In 2001, Fritzler took a leap and embarked on a major expansion and redesign of the clinic. The old boarding
kennel was torn down and the main
building was expanded on three
sides, creating a new boarding facility that provides luxury pet boarding
options. The aesthetics of the building also changed.
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“I wanted a more warm, comfortable,
home-like feel rather than the traditional, cold, sterile feel of most medical facilities,” Fritzler said. “We feel
that type of environment helps to decrease the stress for our patients and
provides a more comfortable experience for our clients.”
Since the expansion, Rose Rock
also transformed the practice into a
full-service experience for Norman’s
pet population, adding professional
grooming services and the latest in
veterinary medicine and services.
Today, they offer a wide variety of
diagnostic services, including ultrasound and endoscopy, as well as animal prosthetics and alternative therapeutic options, including acupuncture
and rehabilitation hydrotherapy.
The practice also reaches the community in ways their patients may not
have seen before. Working with local
animal welfare and rescue organizations, their team provides surgical
and other medical care for homeless
animals, and the clinic even assists
with finding homes for the animals.

Although Rose Rock has grown over
the years, both in offerings and team
members, it continues to be a family-owned and operated practice.
“We’ve always been a close family
with a lot of family involvement in the
business,” Fritzler said. “I had always
hoped my children would have a continued interest in the business and got
lucky it didn’t scare them away before
they became of age to be involved.
“My son, Dr. Bryce Fritzler, has always been attracted to medicine, with
the thought he’d pursue human medicine. As he got further in his studies,
he decided veterinary medicine was
more of his calling.”
Today, Beverly Fritzler is joined in
business by her daughter and practice manager, Breawna Fritzler, as
well as her son, Bryce Fritzler and his
wife, Dr. Jennifer Devine, who met
in vet school before joining the practice in 2015 as associate veterinarians. Even Beverly Fritzler’s husband,
Harry, has played his part in the business over the years, helping out when
needed.– BSM
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International Pantry Draws Seasoned Chefs to Weekly Cooking Classes

ovice home cooks and kitchen
newbies pick professional chefs’
brains during International Pantry cooking classes.
Fried eggs sizzle in a pan, and a group
of eager students crowd around the
stovetop, watching closely as local
chefs Jeremiah and Brandi Caldwell
put the finishing touches on a fresh
batch of bibimbap. Cooking class
participants witnessed the Coriander
Cafe co-owners prepare a meal in the
back of the International Pantry gourmet food shop.
During International Pantry cooking
classes offered 50 to 60 times a year,
Oklahoma chefs and co-owners like
the Caldwells hand out recipes and
whip up several full courses in front
of students’ eyes, all after hours at
this Lindsey Street shop.
“We’re all looking for something
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that’s memorable and fun to do, and
you get a meal, you get to learn to do
something, and people gain friendships,” said Jocelyn Wall, owner of
International Pantry.
Throughout the class, guests watch
seemingly complicated meals come
together in a few simple steps. Home
chefs can observe and take notes as
their favorite local chefs chop, fry
and plate in the store’s demo kitchen, tucked behind aisles of imported
sweets and gourmet sauces. Guest
chefs help demystify the process
of preparing delicious dishes, hors
d’oeuvres, tailgate favorites, baked
goods and more, and last-minute class
openings are always a possibility.
“I’m doing this for myself, mainly for
my grandnieces,” says Cindy Updegraff, a first-time cooking class student. “But, I needed to do something
different, and I love Coriander Cafe, I

love their restaurant, so I just thought
I’ll go ahead and go.”
While learning the ropes in the kitchen, participants also mingle and chat
not only with their tablemates but also
with the guest chefs. Regular attendees, who come weekly, make newcomers feel welcome, and as food processors whir and fresh herbs decorate
main dishes, students toss out questions to the chefs who answer as they
go. Some chefs even grant hands-on
opportunities to better explain certain
cooking methods to the crowd.
“It’s just a pleasant evening out,”
says longtime participant Brenda
Runkle-Hatt, who has been attending
International Cooking classes for a
decade.
By the end of the Coriander Cafe
class, the Caldwells served spring
rolls with peanut sauce, bibimbap

Valentine brings lessons learned during
his time on “Top Chef” to each of his International Pantry classes, like moving
past mistakes in the kitchen, from leaping flames to pots boiling over.
“Because you’re forced into these environments (on the show), you’re forced
to be flexible and adaptive. You don’t
really have a choice,” Valentine says.
Perhaps the most rewarding part of
the job, Valentine relishes in the small
moments when class participants truly understand something new for the
first time.

with fish sauce and a mango lime sorbet. In between dishes, students scan
the shelves in search of specialty ingredients and equipment conveniently found inside the shop, all offered
at a 10 percent discount for attendees.
As attendees polish off their plates,
several Coriander Cafe regulars thank
Brandi and Jeremiah, who recognize
the students and remember them by
their usual order at the restaurant.
“I think connection is what food is all
about,” Jeremiah Caldwell says. “So,
you have the opportunity to meet the
people that may frequent your restaurant to connect with their own families.”

new skills passed along by seasoned,
local professionals.
Although cooking in front of a class
differs from day-to-day supervisory roles in a restaurant kitchen, the
change of pace and intimate connection draws in local chefs like the Caldwells and Oklahoma City chef Joshua
Valentine.
“It’s an outlet for me,” Valentine said. “I
get to get creative and not do the same
mundane thing that I do in a restaurant
all the time and I get to interact with
people up-close and personal.”

“I can see how a teacher can enjoy those
moments of seeing the light bulb click
for a kid when they get something,”
Valentine says. “So, it’s kind of the
same thing when we get to do that.”
Whether a semi-pro at home or a
stranger to your own kitchen, International Pantry cooking classes offer the
chance to see local chefs bring simple
ingredients together in creative dishes,
as well as the opportunity to meet new
people and feast on cuisine prepared
fresh by your favorite restaurant owner or local celebrity chef.
For more information about the cooking classes and a schedule of upcoming events, visit www.intlpantry.com/
cooking_classes or stop in at 1618 W
Lindsey St. – BSM

This connection and opportunity for
a dinner and show keeps class attendees like Brenda coming back for
more. Three times a year, International
Pantry releases its upcoming seasonal
schedules, featuring returning guest
chefs and new talents.
At International Pantry cooking classes, couple’s tables and group seats
make for a cozy, yet intimate atmosphere. Sandy Brickman, an International Pantry employee, puts plenty of
thought into each night’s seating chart.
She intentionally seats solo, first-time
guests with friendly regulars, and she
accommodates for friendships formed
at cooking class, placing best buds at
the same group table. With old and
new friends, home cooks can pick up
boydstreet.com
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